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Abstract 

The analysis of particle motion from 
the injection region up to the final radius 
of the JINR high current phasotron ie given. 
The purpose of the investigation was the 
appreciation of the beam quality and inten- 
sity. Syncbrotron and betatron radial and 
vertical particle motion a8 well a8 space 
charge repulsion were included into the 
computer code for beam investigation. As a 
result, the beam intensity earlier apprecia- 
tion of 40-45 J"A was confirmed, magnetic 
field tolerances in the first phase oecilla- 
tion region were obtained and the required 
time dependencea of acceleration voltage 
amplitude were refined, 

Introduction 

The JINR synchrocyclotron for proton 
energy of 680 MeV wae shut down for reconat- 
ruction work in 1979. The purpose of this 
reconetruction ia the creation of a high 
current phasotron with spatial variation of 
nagnetic field. The accelerated beard beha- 
viour together with different acceleration 
modea of the facility ie inveetigated 
through computer simulation during the first 
phaee oscillation. Ae a result, magnetic 
field tolerances are obtained. 

Injection 

The beam motion from the ion source up 
to the atationary acceleration mode was calc- 
ulated using the computer code THOUR ' modi- 

fied for a high current phaeotron. The accel- 
erated beam intensity for the main variant of 
ten tral electrodes geometry 2 wae estimated 
with taking into account synchrotron and beta- 
tron radial and vertical particle motion a8 
well a8 apace charge repulsion in the beam. 

When the extracted ion tsource current was aa 
high a8 100 mA the beam intenalty after the 
first phaee oecillation was about 40-45,uA 
(Fig. 2) with dee frequency performance, mesa- 
ured at a fullscale RF-eystem prototype. The 
dee acceleration voltage was assumed to be 
40-50 kV. The above mentioned intensity 
value could be obtained at the final radius 
of acceleration (270 cm) when there are no 
beam losses due to transversal instability 

Of 

or deviation of the beam from the midplane 
in the radius range of 60-270 cm. Even with 
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the main variant 
accelerator center region. 

the installed puller the proper electrical 
field of the beam starts to affect the value 
of the charge captured into the separatrice 
of the first phase oecillation (effect of 
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Fig. 2. Beam intensity time dependence. 
1 - space charge effect included, 2 - with- 
out epace charge. 

the order of 30-35%). But the main losses of 
the beam are due to insufficient axial focuys- 
ing in the radius range of 5-15 cm. % of 
the total beam , passing through the puller, 
are retained for normal acceleration. Axial 
motion losses are 58%, return to the center 
- 33%. Only particles with start phases of 
(-29°)+(-10) are captured at the stable mode 
of acceleration. The start phases range of 
particles, passing through the puller was a 
bit wider then the above mentioned one. In- 
jection time was 23 ps with frequency mo- 
dulation rate 543 Hz. 
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Fig. 3. Mean field perturbations effect 
on the beam intensity. 

Magnetic field 

perturbation effect on the beam 

A calculation taking into account a 
apace charge requires a considerable amount 
of computer time, that is why the field per- 
turbation effects have been estimated exclud- 
ing collective particle interaction. Mean 
field perturbations lead to the instability 
of particle phase motion and change the fre- 
quency of axial oscillations. Figure 3 shows 
beam intensity performance for the mean field 
deviation of the form: 1 

4 &R) =a& *R * COS(~~~~), 
@ 

Curve 1 corresponds to R, = L = 20 cm, curve 
2 corresponds to parameters values R, = 5 cm, 
L= 50 cm. It can be seen that for /6$$,,1(10 G 
beam intensity is approximately constant. 
Betatron radial oscillations in the center 
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Fig. 4. Beam size and position during 
first turns. 1 - required field, 
midplane perturbation. 

of accelerator are affected by integral 
(Q = l), half - integral (24 = 2) and 
fourth - integral (44 = 4) resonances0 An 
integral resonance, driven by the first 
harmonica of the magnetic field, is the most 
dangerous one. The beam behaviour analysis 
by Bogolubov method 3 showed that for 3.5 cm 
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Fig. 5. Acceleration field azimuthal 
component effect on beam axial motion. 
1 - EmZ - code, 2 - THOUR - code. 

radial amplitude spectra limitation it is 
neceseary to keep the first harmonics amPli- 
tude smaller than 4 G in the resonance 

region of (4-30) cm4. Mzn radial component 
of the magnetic field & is the most 
dangerous as far as the beam center devia- 
tion from midplane is concerned. According 
to analytical predictions for the given 
beam deviation /Z~C 4 mm in the region 
20 cm 4R-C 40 cm the &, value should be 
below 30. But in the radial range R L( 20 cm 
the analytical appreciations are difficult 
to perform due to particle Phase dependence 
of the axial focussing strength. Beam 
motion Calculation, using complete set of 
equations (EXRZ - code) showed the necessi- 
ty of the requirement gfld a*R for R C 10 
cm and Q = 0.3 G/cm and gfl< 3 G for 
IO C&I 4 R ( 20 cm. Beam deviation under the 
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Fig. 6. Beam intensity for various 
acceleration modes. 1. - Ab = 100 MeV*ns, 
2. - Ab = 300 MeV*ns, 3. - t9 = 50 kv, 

indicated condition is shown in Fig. 4. The 
effect of neglecting the acceleration field 
azimuthal component in the particle axial 
motion equation (THOUR - code) is noticeable 
in Fig. 5. According to Fig. 5 the axial 
motion Particle loss appreciated with the 
THOUR code is a little higher than in reality. 

Acceleration modes 

As is shown in ref. ?, at the beginning 
of beam injection the acceleration voltage 
amplitude should be greater than 45 kV to 
enable the beam to surround the central 
electrodes configuration. This why for all 
the three modes of ac.celeretion the initial 
voltage is set to be 50 kV. In addition to 

the mode with a separatrice area 

Ab s 100 MeV*ns a voltage linear decrease 
during 57.6 ,US has become necessary* Other 
data concerning acceleration voltage ampli- 
tude time dependence are given in ref.5. 
Beam intensity performance from the initial 
up to the final radius is shown in Fig. 6. 
During the firat 100 /us the beam losses 
for 1 and 2 mode6 are due to dee voltage 
decrease from 50 kV to the value required by 
the. respective mode. In the region t = 200,~ 
beam losses by mode 3 can be explained 
through the presence of separatrice area 
minimum in the case of time-constant SO kV 
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acceleration voltage amplitude. During accel- 
eration the beam performs ~16000 turns. References 

Figure 7 shows the radial dependence of sepa- l. D.Thouroude. MSC/PR/3995, 19‘75. 
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correspond8 to the beam radial limits. 3. N.N.Bogolubov, Yu.A.Mitropolsky. 
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Fig. 7. Separatrice radial size 
dependenoe of radius. 1. - Ab P 100 MeV*ns, 
3. - VP = 50 kV. 

Conclusion 

Computer simulation of the beam capture 
confirmed the6earlier internal beam intensity 
appreciation . In the first phase oacilla- 
tion region magnetic field tolerances (mean 
field, first harmonics, field radial compo- 
nents) were obtained. Calculation of the beam 
acceleration process from injection,up to the 
final radius made it possible to refine the 
required time dependence8 of* acceleration 
voltage amplitude for various modes of 
acceleration, 
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